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W el come back to all our regular readers, 

and a huge welcome to our recent arrivals. 
Summer saw a new variation 011 an old theme 
- musical flats. Some came in from overseas, 
as ,veil as off-campus, a11d moved into Phases 
I & II including the new towers V, VI & VII. 
Others moved from Phase II i11to Phase I and 
vice 1•ersa. Still others in towers 1 & II 
moved into III, IV, V, VI & VII. What 
confusion there must have been. It would be 
hoped that all are accounted for by now, and 
that we lost no-one in the process. 

Circulation has hit the BIG 4 ! 
i.e. over 400 families are now receiving 
HONG NIAO. Enjoy! 

Now I must fly -

Editor 

(If you've got babies and toddlers 
then you will know that Mother 
is the necessity of intervention. 
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Working Parents' 
Baby Group 

Are you interested in JOmmg an 
HK.UST working parents' baby group? 
The group's in its infancy (ha ha) and 

. is in need of parents to get it off the 
ground. The initial idea is for one or 
both parents and their baby(ies) to meet 
once every fortnight at a member's 
home. Parents can share parenting tips 
and chat while the babies and toddlers 
get to know each other. 

These and other details are up for 
discussion. Families living on and off 
campus are welcome. If interested, 
please contact: 

Email: LCBROWN 

ozt (2358)7 841 (w) or 2706-4435 (h) 

Maureen Brown 



Tired of being labelled 
II a dependent 11 ? 

Recently, a letter appeared in 
Genesis stating an objection to the term 
"Staff Dependent" appearing on 
University ID cards. The writer said it 
was archaic and insulting to both male 
and female partners of staff. 

. In response, HKUST has plans 
to use a different term on new cards 
and would welcome any suggestions -
"Staff Family Card" is being mooted. 
If you can think of a better one, contact 
the Personnel Office - they welcome 
any reasonable suggestions. 

Plans are also afoot for those 
who wish to exchange their old cards 
for new ones. The Personnel Office 
will advise when this will be done. 

UWG's Next Meeting 

The next meeting of the University 
,vomen 's Group will be on 
Thursday, September 7 in Apartment 
4 7, Phase II at 8 p.m. 

}-lewcomers are especially 
welcome! 
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It's Playtime! 

fffJ 
• Do you have young children? 
• Do they like dressing up? 
• Do they need fancy dress 

costumes? · 

Do you 
even like 
children? 
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Yes? Then here's a good resource: 

...................................................................... .............................. 1 

i Jane Healy 1 
i Children's Dressing-Up 1 
! Costumes & Accessories i 
j Rat 24, 9 ~fansfield Rd. i 
i The Peak ! 

j Hong Kong ! 
I ................................ r:~: 18:.1;;~~1 ................... .. ..... ....... I 

Jean Hudson 

A plea from REDBIRD 
...... .... .,. •IQ9, -~ ..... .,., 

"Please, please visit this 
marvellous restaurant." It's a myth 
birds only eat worms - some, like 
REDBIRD, enjoy a good curry, and 
rarely a week goes by that he doesn't 
feast at the local Curry Pot. He 
thinks the food's terrific, the staff 
friendly, the ambience perfect and the 
prices very reasonable. Yet, for some 
inexplicable reason, it's nearly always 
empty. This is a big worry to him -
with few customers, the place might 
close down. And that would be tragic. 

Hey Red ... have you ever 
considered the possibility 
that it's your constant 
presence at the restaurant 
that's putting people off! 

While it doesn't yet have a licence to 
sell alcohol, you can bring your own 
(and save money.) The Curry Pot takes 
major credit cards. While there, apply 
for one of their gold cards which 
guarantees you 10% off the total bill 
each time you visit. 
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So why don't you try it for 
yourself like REDBIRD, you're 
bound to return again and again. 

~ 
r-················--········ih;·-c~~~;;····i>~i·-·-···-···········-····-· 

G/F Lot 522 DD 
210 Pak Sha Wan 

Sai Kung 
Ph: 2358.2038 
Fai.: 2335.1439 

L ........................... Jr~~-~~gP.~ .. ~~r~~,-~~:) ................. ............ s 

(Near Sampan - if you are lucky, there's free 
parking in bays /-0cated before and after the 
restaurant on Hiram's Highway.) 

Do you have a grievance, complaint, 
protest, criticism, objection, beef, 
hang-up, lament ... in fact, do you 

have a gripe? 

In this new section, why not tell us 
about it and we will direct it to the 

Department or Office concerned. 

no worries, 
mate! 

ON THE 
GR I PE UI NE 

REDBIRD: D wing July and August, 

E\ 10 refinished some floors in on-campus 
unoccupied flats. My family and I were first 
made aware of this when we became ill from 
the noxious chemical fumes produced. We all 
suffered respiratory difficulties - skin, eye and 
nose irritation; dizziness and prolonged 
headaches. 

We asked EMO to ventilate the 
fumes. Initially they were unwilling to take 
action. However, after lengthy discussions and 
the kind inten·ention of SEPO, assistance was 
provided - windows were opened in the 
offending flat, its kitchen vent-fan was turned 
on and stair-well windows were opened. This 
helped dissipate the fumes and we appreciated 
the assistance of SEPO and EMO. 

However, it was almost "too little, 
too late." \Ve sent Hv10 an e-mail describing 
our reactions to the chemical fumes and 
suggested that in future it take greater care to 
ensure proper ventilation, especially in close 
proximity to occupied quarters. Currently, 
when floors are being refinished, the flats' 
windows remain closed until the floors dry. 
This forces chemical fumes, produced by tl1e 
refinishing agents, out into the hall and 
neighbouring flats, as well as those on floors 
above and below. Running an air-con tends to 
draw fumes into one's flat rather then disperse 
them. Opening landing and stair-well windows 
is effective but permits only partial 
ventilation. High day-time temperatures seem 
to exacerbate the spread and strength of these 
fumes. 

\Ve also suggested that EMO notify 
residents in advance iliat floor refinishing 
would be taking place - iliis would allow 
residents to arrange short-tenn accommodation 
elsewhere. l.Infortunately, no one responded to 
our e-mail. 

The second time we became sick, 
E:1\10 was again unwilling to do anything. 
\Ve found iliis most distressing. \Ve 
considered spending ilie night in the Visitor 
Centre. However, as ilie chemical fumes bad 
thoroughly invaded the lower floors of our 
building, which is close to the Centre, this 
option would have offered little respite. 

A number of our friends and 
colleagues have also experienced illness and 
have complained to EMO. Some individuals 
have even required emergency medical 
assistance. In all fairness, our past dealings 
with EMO have generally been very positive -
staff are usually prompt, friendly and helpful. 
In this instance, however, "they dropped the 
ball! II 

Having twice become sick, iliis writer 
asks ilie following questions: 

• How can an institution - which so loudly 
and proudly proclaims its expertise in 
technology - employ staff who have so 
obviously not been trained in the correct 
handling of toxic che1nicals and proper 
ventilation of chemical fumes? When 
floors are refinished, why aren't windows 
left open and fans and otl1er methods 
employed to provide adequate dispersal of 
chemical fumes? Must those of us who 



need to stay on campus be faced with tl1e 
prospect of repeated illness from chemical 
fumes? 

• \Vhy aren't residents notified in advance so 
tliat they have the option of vacating tlieir 
flats? Yet, why should we have to leave 
our homes simply because some EMO 
staff members haven't been trained to 
pe1form their duties responsibly? 

• Must we all go on vacation during July 
and August just so EMO can do its work? 

Is there no-one in Bv10 willing to 
take responsibility for the health and safety of 
on-campus residents. Prompt action's 
essential before members of tl1e HK.UST 
community suffer permanent health daniage 
from exposure to toxic chemical fumes . 

Some reading tllis complaint may 
have suffered illness or experienced allergic 
reactions. If so, please file a detailed report 
with SEPO and EJvfO and insist on appropriate 
action being taken. Your healfu and t11e healtl1 
of your cllildren may be at risk. 

Writer's name withheld upon request. 

Mike Hudson, 
Director of EMO 

(bravely) responds -

REDBIRD: Thank you for giving me the 

opportunity to reply to the anonymous 
complaint. In order to provide an appropriate 
quality of residential accommodation, it's 
necessary for Ei\10 to periodically undertake 
redecoration work including sealing 
woodblock floors. 

Some of the chemicals in the sealers, 
such as :>..ylene, are very odoriferous. However, 
being able to smell a chemical does not 
necessarily mean tliat the situation's 
hazardous. In the case of ,\ylene, the allowable 
exposure limit is 1,000 times the odor 
threshold. 

Following the complaint, SEPO 
carried out preliminary testing of air quality in 
the immediate vicinity of the work. 
Preliminary measurements indicated tliat 
airborne vapour concentration was well witllin· 
allowable exposure limits. 

However, we are aware that tol!T<ffice 
of odors varies from person to person, and we 
appear to have underestimated individual 
sensitivity. In future, notices will be posted 
when work like this is being undertaken, and 
we will do everything -possible to reduce t11e 
spread of the odor. 
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In reality, it's extremely difficult to 
entirely prevent tlie passage of vapour from the 
apartment where the work's being earned out, 
to adjacent areas. The contractor is under 
instructions to ventilate apartments on 
completion of work - to use the extractor fan, 
and to close up the gap under tlie front door. 
However the sealing process takes se,·eral 

· hours, and it's inevitable that the negative air 
pressrnes in tlie lift lobbies - caused by the 
movement of the lifts - results in odors 
spreading into tl1e lobby. Lobby windows will 
be opened, when weather pemlits, to reduce 
this problem. 

However, it should be appreciated that 
damage to wet sealant will occur if apartment 
windows are open during times of heavy rain. 
Also, open windows can be blown off their 
hinges during high winds. Therefore, upon 
completion of work, the contractor will close 
windows if fuere's a risk of rain and, or, lligh 
winds. 

With specific reference to the 
complaint raised, your readers should be made 
aware that: 

• It was not practical to enter the apartment 
where work was carried out, due to the 
entire woodblock floor being coated with 
wet sealant. Therefore, it was not possible 
to ventilate the apartment by opening 
windows 

• As odor could not effectively be reduced, it 
was suggested that tlie complainant 
contact a friend or colleague and 
investigate the possibility of al temative 
accommodation for t11e night 

• Failing that approach, an offer was made 
to provide accommodation in the Visitor 
Centre, free of charge 
The complainant's remarks about the 
spread of odor to the Visitor Centre appear 
mlfounded as it's not possible for 
transmission to take place via lift lobbies. 
No complaints were received from the 
Centre. 

At the time there were few, if any, 
other alternatives. The day following the 
complaint, supervision of the contractor was 
stepped up to ensure that previously agreed 
procedures were being adopted. 

Finally, fue high quality product 
currently used by contractors we employ is 
manufactured in France to European Union 
standards, and instructions accompanying it 
state: "it has a honey pine perfume to make its 
application even more pleasant!" (Translation 
from the French by Dr Gregory James) 

Name and address supplied! 
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The lowdown on all you didn't 
need ta know about birds 

There ar e 9,000 liuing 
species of birds in the 
world. The red- bill ed 
quelea Ca seed- eating 
weauer bird) is probably the 
world's most numerous land 
uertebrate - 10,000 million 
liue in Africa! 

The following is an excerpt 
(stolen) from a: 

Trip Report 
of a 

Tick Hunter 
v'v'V 

Glossary of terms: 

A tick hunter: A birder (birdwatcher) who 
tries to collect rare birds, ope11/y concerned 
with adding nwre a11d more species to his or 
her list. The obsession is to find a new 
tick. 
A tick. The ultimate aim of a serious 
birdwatcher. Quite literally a tick put 
alongside the name of a species ivhen seen i11 
rhefield. 

Sou1h Africa 

June-July 1995 - Jim Hackett 

We used• Newman's bird book. We 
flew to Jo'burg and went straight to Kruger (Sh 
drive) for a week, spending 1-2 nights at 
various camps. Birds were very good: there's 
about 60% overlap with birds of the Kenya 
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savanna, so if you (a) are a twitcher and (b) 
haYe vi siled Kenya, be warned! 

It's important to (a) go to the very 
top of the park for birds such as the Long
Tailed Starli11g and the Mottled Spinetail, (b) 
go 011 night drives for Fiery-Necked Nightjar 
and owls including Verreaux's Eagle-Owl, and 
(c) keep working hard! The bird<; are not as 
plentiful as they are in the Kenya parks. 
}.frunmals (including 3 leopard) were 
spe~tacular. 

Now 6d in Nalal: the aYifauna 
becomes more soulhem and the tick frequency 
mounts! Next: \Vilsiehoek Mountain Resort 
for La111111ergeyer (I night; the bird soared in to 
tl1e vulture restaurant-dead goats had been left 
our for the vultures lo eat at dawn.) Now 
tlrrough the Orange Free State, witll stops at 
Willem Pretorius NP (White-Quilled Bustard 
abundant, Blue Bustard also seen,) and 
Bloemhof (a grolty lillle town) for the nearby 
Sandveld Nature Resen-e (gre.it for larks; 
there's no accommodation in the park.) We 
(Maria principally) had 39 mammals, 
including the "big 5" (elephant, lion, leopard, 
hippo, rhino.) 

... and how would Sir like 
his goat prepared today? 

Of our 331 spp, the only "rare" bird 
was the Grey Kestrel, found (by Maiia) [Well 
done, Maria! .. . Ed.] near Bloemhof. Some 
favourite birds: (a) Coqui Franco/in These 
gorgeous birds creep across the road, tllinking 
you won't notice them if they trm·el slowly. 
It's necessarv to turn off the engine and just 
wait for them to complete the trip (b) 
\!erreau.x's Eagle Owl. This amazing bird 
oazed at us in the dusk, as it sat on a bare 
branch beino mobbed by passerines. Some of 
the passerin;s were ticks, so I was quite tom! 
(c) Lizard Buzzard. It sat quietly in a nook of a 
tree, scanning tlle ground, and ign.ored us 
completely (d) African Ope11bill. ?\~y first 
tick. It was almost dark, and I despaired of 
identifying the bird, but a slice of _darkenin~ 
sky was visible between the mandibles as .1t 
flew (e) Orange-Breasted Rockjumper. Mana 
fou11d it first. Tbis fine ende1nic is tame in the 
Drakensbero (f) Long-Billed Lark. If you think 
larks are dttll, reserve your judgement till y~u 
see this 011e! (g) Pale Chanting Goshawk. Tbis 



was not actually a tick, as I'd seen it in Kenya, 
but it was our last bird. Perched, and then a 
flyby, to bid us farewell. 

Now, some logistics. Briefly: stay in 
parks/reserves whenever possible. Tue 
standard's excellent and would satisfy the 
fussiest female (this is not sexist, just true!) 
(it's sexist ... Ed.) Book well in advance. If 
you go in the southern winter (June-August) 
the Cape may be wet, windy and cold. The 
interior (including Kruger) is beautiful (blue 
sky, day temps. in the 20s-we had no rain.) In 
summer the Cape may be hot; the interior can 
be very wet. A summer trip is better for 
cisticolas (display flights are important for 
ID,) weavers and bishops (tl1e male yellow 
weavers are dingy in winter; other male winter 
plumages are sparrowlike,) cuckoos and 
Palaearctic migrants. Winter is best for 
seabirds. 

We bad no trouble at all with 
security. We did not go into any city. A 
Budget hire car was fine. ,ve did not need 
4WD. Although the pretty girl talked me into 
aircon, we didn't need tliat either. (Nor the 
pretty girl ... Ed.) Don't get a really small car: 
there is a fair bit of highway driving. You 
drive on the left. For money: We got Rand at 
tl1e bank in Jo'burg airport. ~fany places (but 
not gas stations) take VISA. South Africa's 
quite cheap. 

For accommodation: All national 
parks in South Africa except those of 
Natal are booked through the National Parks 
Board in Pretoria at fax 002 2712 3430905. 
For parks in Natal , fa'.. the office in 
Pietermaritzburg on 002 27331 471980. They 
are very efficient. 

To eat: No problem. The park camps 
ysually have restaurants (soup, over-cooked 
fish, a cut off the joint with soggy vegies, and 
something like spotted dick is routine fare.) 
There are BBQs. Some places have maid/chef 
service (free.) T'ue maid picks up your raw 
food, receives cooking instructions, and silver 
serves the food at an appointed time! Beer's 
fine, wine's good (arid very cheap.) We11 go 
again! 

We're way do,vn 
on the list 

N oel Coward once said: 

"Singapore is a first-rate place for 
second-rate people.· While many 
think he was an insufferable snob, and 
a second-rate playright a survey of 
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the east asia region bears out his first 
observation. What's more, Hong 
Kong was ranked sixth, on a list of l 0, 
as a place for expatriate business 
executives and their families to live . 

Conducted by Hong Kong's 
Pol!tica/ and Economic R1~1< 
Con~vltancy Lid., a number of 
executives were selected to produce 
a ranking of where expat families liked 
to reside - Singapore was number 
one. After Singapore came 
Malaysia, with Thailand and Japan, an 
equal third. The Philippines was next, 
followed by Hong Kong, Indonesia, 
Taiwan, South Korea and, finally, 
China. 

Medical facilities in Hong Kong 
were found to be "average" and 
private health care was "expensive." 
Private clubs - the primary source of 
recreation facilities - were found to be 
·very expensive· and the colony had 
a reputation as a "cold, and even, 
rude place." 

The followin·g shows our quality 
of expatriate life rankings:-

HONG KONG 

Medical Care 
Expat. Education 
Safety/law/order 
Cultural Compat. 
Quality of Environment 
Recreat. Facilities 
Housing 

4 
6 
3 
3 

10 
6 
9 

Maria Hackett 

Source: Adapted from The Australian 
Business Asia, p. 36, Vol. 2, No. 16 August 
31-Sept. 13 '94. 

quality of ( ~. Many Hong 
I see that l 
environment I Kong developers 
ranks the lowest. ) are part of the 

back-to-nature 
movement ... 
they constantly 
turn their backs 
on nature! 
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GIVE HER A HAND 

O.K.? 

Martha Dahlen, as thoughtful as usual, 
sent us this diagram illustrating Chinese 
hand numbers. They'll be especially 
useful in markets:-

~ 4, 
,6® 

~2 

£;JJJ 
~3 8 

9~'TI9 
~4 

,oibw ~ 
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l BIOLOGY LECTURE i 

The right 
half of the 
brain controls 
the left side of 
the body, and 
the left half of 
the brain controls 
the right side 
of the body. 

Does that then mean that 
left-handed people are the 
only ones in their right mind? 

TO MODEL 
EMPLOYERS 

WHO WENT HOME 
FOR GOOD 

l'~ 
I • •• ," ... 
'\ .. :: .... / · 

W hen was down and 
troubled, when I needed a helping hand, 
you were there to help me when I 
needed it most. 

Your patience was highly 
appreciated for the three months I was 
gone. Waiting for me to sen1e you -
once again thank you so much. 

You ,velcomed me into your · 
house with wam1 hospitality . For the 
fifteen months we were together, you 
were human enough to understand me 
in many ways. 

You never treated me like I was 
far from your family circle. Instead, 
you treated me as a friend in thoughts, 
words and deeds. 

\Vhen we went to Seoul, Korea -
your place of origin - the wam1, genuine 
hospitality your clans showed me was a 
tremendous and amazing experience 
which will linger in my thoughts. 

When I was homesick, your 
children gaYe me joy and laughter. In 
any which way, you tried your best to 
make me feel at home in your house. 
\Vhen we gathered around the table for a 
meal, watched t.v. or went out for dinner 
or a walk, there was none like you. 

As we bade goodbye at the 
airport, we both showed sad expressions. 
If only I could hold back the hands of 
time, then eve11thing would have been 
alright. As I watched the plane leave 
Hong Kong, it was as if it was only a 
dream which became a reality. 

Although distance will keep us 
apart, you still manage to keep in touch 
and ask if I'm at my best. Dr. Sunro Lee 
and :tvirs. Lee, wherever you are, I will 
always include you in my prayers. 
Towards a new dimension and great 
innovation and a better perspective in 
life. Wishing you and your family all 
the best. 

For when I turn the page of time, 
within the circle of people close to me, 
your good deeds are written there. 

Jeanie B. Dallis 
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Car for Sale
HK$32,000 ono 

VOL VO 240GLE, late '86. One year 
MOT, low miles, auto, power steer etc. 
Roomy, reliable and safe family 
transport. View/test drive on campus. 

Contact Mike Courtney: 

'/1 (2358)7846 (w) or (2358)8323 (h) 

I have to buy a new · 
car because of the 
noise coming fro1n 
underneath it. 

No, itis my 
· n1echanic 's 
laughter! 

\VONG's 
AUTO 

REPAIRS 
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HK$100,000,000 
to be giyen away to 
HONG NIAO Readers! 

O.K. now we have your 
attention, this is just a 

reminder that Trading Post, 
as well as Campus Chronicles, 

Did You Know and On the 
Gripe Vine are here for you. 

Vve know you have been away, 
have just got back and have 

been too busy to drop us a line. 
Next time, eh? While we 
\·Von't be giving away any 

money, our readers will be 
eternally grateful. 

Ha Ha! 
Hee Hee! 
Titter Titter! 
Ha,v Haw! 

Editor, Cartoons 
c, Production 

Maria Hackett 
T1/6B 

'fl' 2358.8266 
Email "REDBIRD" or 

IN%" REDBI RD@usthk.ust.hk" 

Regular Contributors 

Swallow Wei T2/1 OR 
'11 2358.8227 

Carol Lunce T2/4A 
'/1 2358.8210 

Raymond A. Dragan 
-it 2358.6 t 8 0 

HONG NIAO is a monthly newsletter 
di stributed free to HKUST Senior Staff and their 
families . It is published with resources solicited 
by members of the UWG and others. It is printed 
by EfC. Each issue is distributed in the first \\leek 
of each month . All entries should be in v.:riting. 

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION IS 
15TH OF EACH MONTH 
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